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Improve Student Safety
with iboss and Gaggle
The Challenge: Provide Comprehensive Student Safety
Providing student safety requires identification, fast review, and analysis of high-risk student web behavior to identify potential threats.
School staff can’t handle the need and volume on a 24/7 basis and high-risk student activity is not always constrained to activities
performed on campus.

The Solution: iboss integration with Gaggle Safety Management
The iboss Zero Trust Edge follows the student and their school-provided devices to always ensure connectivity and security. As a result,
iboss provides visibility to high-risk activities while the student is off-campus and at home. This “always-on” filtering is critical to providing
the visibility needed to prevent tragedies on campus and create the investigative reports necessary to deal with high-risk circumstances.
The Gaggle integration serves to further enhance these capabilities.
iboss Zero Trust Edge’s integration with Gaggle Safety
Management speeds the review of any search terms or
keywords flagged by iboss. When iboss flags a student’s
internet search for words that may signal potentially
dangerous or harmful behavior, an alert is sent to the Gaggle
Safety Team, who will review it and determine if it should be
forwarded to the school or district. If the team classifies it
as a questionable content search, the alert will be emailed to
the school or district. If the alert shows an imminent threat
to the student’s life or well-being, the Gaggle Safety Team
will immediately notify the district’s specified contact by
phone.
This integration with iboss empowers districts with a
stronger digital safety net to protect students on and offcampus. The iboss cloud monitors and protects student
web traffic no matter where they connect from or what
websites or applications they access. The integration with
Gaggle enhances iboss’ value by eliminating the pressure
and workload on IT administrators and staff, resolving the
need to manage false alerts, review items at night and on
weekends, or worry about overlooking potential issues
with life-threatening consequences. Leveraging this new
capability is simple and only takes a few minutes.
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iboss is a cloud security company
that enables organizations to
reduce cyber risk by delivering
a Zero Trust service designed
to protect resources and users
in the modern distributed world.
Applications, data and services
have moved to the cloud and are
located everywhere while users
needing access to those resources
are working from anywhere.
Built on a containerized cloud
architecture, iboss delivers security

The Gaggle Safety Team classifies concerning issues as:

capabilities such as SWG, malware
defense, browser isolation, CASB

•

Curriculum-related search (no action needed)

•

Questionable content (district emergency contacts receive an email alert)

protect all resources, via the cloud,

•

Possible student situation (immediate phone call to district emergency contacts)

instantaneously and at scale. This

and data loss prevention to

shifts the focus from protecting

Integrated Solutions Benefits
•

Constant filtering and monitoring of student web traffic by iboss for students using a
school-issued device,
no matter where they connect to the internet.

•

24x7 analysis and response by Gaggle to risks made visible by iboss.

buildings to protecting people
and resources wherever they are
located. Leveraging a purpose-built
cloud architecture backed by 230+
issued and pending patents and
more than 100 points of presence
globally, iboss processes over 150
billion transactions daily, blocking

About Gaggle

4 billion threats per day. More than

Since 1999, Gaggle has been the leader in helping K-12 districts manage student safety on

iboss Cloud Platform to support

school-provided technology. Using a powerful combination of artificial intelligence and trained

4,000 global enterprises trust the
their modern workforces, including

safety experts, the safety solution proactively assists districts 24/7/365 in the prevention

a large number of Fortune 50

of student suicide, bullying, inappropriate behaviors, school violence, and other harmful

companies. iboss was named

situations. Most importantly, Gaggle continues to help hundreds of districts avoid tragedies
and save lives, while also protecting their liability. During the 2021–22 academic year, Gaggle
helped districts save the lives of 1,548 students who were planning or actively attempting
suicide.
For more information, visit www.gaggle.net and follow Gaggle on Twitter at @Gaggle_K12.
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